Leanne Enoch (Queensland Minister for Innovation, Science and the Digital Economy, Minister for Small Business): *We have got to find new ways to be able to solve problems and solve problems that don’t just benefit government but benefit our SMEs in this State.*

**Male voiceover:** The Testing Within Government or TWiG program for short, is a 12-week program in which four Queensland based SMEs were provided over $25,000 in funding in 2016 to test and refine their cutting edge solutions to real business problems faced by Queensland Government.

Speaker for Axalon, TWiG participant: *Alexa, ask Queensland Government what’s the surf like on the Gold Coast?*

**Alexa device:** The wave height on the Gold Coast is currently 0.7 meters, not exactly great for surfing today.

**Mark Sowerby (Queensland Chief Entrepreneur):** *It was really interesting talking to the successful applicants who have had their 12 week program and what was interesting to me was their energy, is that they have come out of government more energised rather than less. They can see the opportunity that’s within there and I suspect that those people within government that worked with them are feeling the same way.*

**Male voiceover:** The SMEs had the opportunity to work closely with the Department of Science, Information Technology and Innovation to perfect the innovative products and gain experience working with government.